
Crowley. Aziraphale. Anathema Device.

Agnes Nutter. God. Metatron.

Satan. Beelzebub. Hastur.



Ligur. DEATH. War.

Famine. Pollution. The Four Horsepersons
of the Apocalypse.

Thou-Shalt-Not-
Commit-Adultery
Pulsifer.

Newt Pulsifer. Shadwell.



Madame Tracy. Sister Mary
Loquacious.

Mr R.P. Tyler.

The International
Express Delivery Man.

Adam. Pepper.

Wensleydale. Brian. The Them.



Tunelling Tibetans. Environmentally
Conscious Aliens.

Atlanteans.

Dog. Losing a flaming sword. Sheltering your lover
from the first rain.

Wearing sunglasses to
hide your demonic
eyes.

Being shoved against a
wall by a horny demon.

Losing the Antichrist.



A joke the
paleontologists haven't
seen yet.

Being an Olympic-
grade lurker.

The M25 London orbital
motorway.

The Great Beast,
Devourer of Worlds.

Metamorphosing into a
Best of Queen album.

A Bentley on fire.

A Satanic order of
nuns.

Making The Effort. Being in love with your
nemesis.



Angels. The Archangel Fucking
Gabriel.

Crowley and
Aziraphale's
relationship status.

Satan himself. A demon with good
cheekbones.

Gently caressing an
angel's wings.

An orgasm from a
literal angel.

Almost being beheaded
because you wanted
crepes.

Michael Sheen's Twitter
feed.



Running away to Alpha
Centauri with the love
of your life.

The Ineffable Plan. The Ineffable Con.

An angel on the brink
of orgasm.

Sex in a Bentley. Getting drunk on the
roof of the Royal Opera
House.

Fantasising about your
angel's wings.

Crowley's delicious
asshole.

Feeding the ducks in St
James's Park.



The A40 at Denham. Performing the
occasional miracle.

Getting head in a
Bentley.

Michael Sheen reading
fanfiction.

A night in with AO3. Letting your cocoa
grow cold because you
were absorbed in AO3.

Prophecised sex. David Tennant's
swagger.

Going down like a lead
balloon.



A real feather in your
wing.

The wrath of Satan. Aziraphale's sex life.

Crowley's sex life. A Soho bookshop. Consensual sex with a
demon.

Cards Against
Armageddon.

The Apocalypse that
never happened.

Being late for
Armageddon.



Being inconveniently
discorporated.

Having a tendency to
hiss.

A 1926 black Bentley.

Waiting 6000 years to
be told you go too fast.

Hailing Satan. Welsh-language
television.

The End Times. A tool of glorious
destiny.

The eternal love of an
angel and a demon.



Losing your best friend
in a bookshop fire.

Sauntering vaguely
downwards.

The Adversary,
Destroyer of Kings,
Angel of the
Bottomless Pit, Prince
of this World, and Lord
of Darkness.

Teensy-weensy little
hoofikins.

Being small, blotchy,
and looking sort of,
though not really, like
Winston Churchill.

Appreciating the more
stimulating aspects of
cost accountancy.

An ambiguous wink. Sleeping through most
of the nineteenth
century.

Bringing about
Armageddon and the
triumph of Hell.



Being definitively
wicked.

Loving your books an
inappropriate amount.

The Arrangement.

Learning a thing or two
from humans.

Milton Keynes. A brief moment of
divine ecstasy.

A quick temptation. The occasional pang of
guilt.

Soggy Hovis with
Marmite.



Discerning ducks. The Earth and all the
kingdoms thereof.

Knowing Aziraphale's
weak spot.

Celestial harmonies all
day long.

Fascinating little
restaurants where they
know you.

Scraping the bottom of
Aziraphale's barrel of
interests.

Ice cream. A snake. His smell.



Bubble bath. Crepes in Paris. Eating sushi from
Crowley's body.

Getting sober way too
quickly.

Dining at the Ritz. Eternity.

Demanding that your
plants grow better.

A demon's horns. An angel's soft skin.



Alpha Centauri. Licking with that
demonic tongue.

Being wibbly wobbly.

Kissing in the TARDIS. Bare feet. Mating out of water.

A whole damn sea full
of brains.

My pornography. Knight in shining
armour.



Thwarting the wiles of
the Evil One.

Praise kink. Hot chocolate on butt
cheeks.

Having love and
reverence for all living
things.

Advertising unspecified
but strangely explicit
services in certain
magazines.

Saying so long
SUCKERS.

A foul foe. Licking some serious
butt.

Wanting to ride.



Scrumptious duck ears. Vest porn. Swallowing like a
gentleman.

A rubber duck. Dressing only in a
towel.

Your boyfriend's mean
boss.

Be-bop. Tchaikovsky's Another
One Bites the Dust.

A thermos of Holy
Water.



Crowley's temper. A naked demon. Watching The Sound of
Music for all eternity.

Tartan bondage gear. Licking cream cake off
an angel's face.

An over-sensitive
angel.

Average incompetence. The kind of magazine
that talks about
orgasms.

Playing silly buggers.



Crowley in snake form. Crowley's luscious
locks.

Being sexless unless
you really want to make
an effort.

Tiny bibliophilic bells. Trying to seduce an
oblivious angel.

A sort of vacuum
around which all sorts
of stories have been
orbiting for hundreds of
years.

Creative sex acts with a
snake.

Being gayer than a tree
full of monkeys on
nitrous oxide.

Making heart-eyes at
The Enemy.



Unnecessarily lingering
gazes.

An approved number of
nipples.

Explicit fanart.

Petitioning Netflix to
cancel an Amazon
show.

A 6000 year slow-burn
romance.

An act of aggression in
the sex war which
ought to be banned by
the Geneva Convention.

A multi-nation nuclear
exchange.

Running into a burning
bookshop.

Shiny, healthy, lustrous
leaves.



The fear of Crowley. The most terrified
plants in London.

Having a bedroom even
though you don't need
to sleep.

Not being a paragon of
virtue.

Horrifically painful
eternity.

A threatening plant
mister.

Command of the
Legions of the Damned
in the War ahead.

Dancing on the head of
a pin.

Learning to gavotte in a
discreet gentlemen's
club.



Abandoning your
physical body.

Cursing the ineffable
plan.

Hoping for the mercy of
Hell.

The dread sigil Odegra. Attempting to avert the
apocalypse.

THE Southern Pansy.

Spontaneous vehicular
combustion.

Aziraphale in a nice
dress.

The temporary
inconvenience of
Armageddon.



The overall ineffability. Unnecessary physical
contact.

A whole body glove.

Being just enough of a
bastard to be worth
liking.

A four-letter word. Very complicated
Solitaire.

A nightingale singing in
Berkeley Square.

Ineffable Husbands. Miracling paint off your
boyfriend's coat.



Saving your boyfriend's
books just to make him
smile.

A vigorous shag
against a prized shelf of
first editions.

The witchfinder’s
armour of
righteousness.

Crowley’s driving. Being protective af. Wing kink.

Being tickety-boo on a
Saturday.

Being godfathers. Everyday sexism.



The wrong shop. A divine orgy. 6000 year-long foreplay.

Witchhunting. An apple. Temptation.

Having no gag reflex. A French corset. Going between the
thighs.



A first kiss. Body swapping. Punching a Nazi.

Being chained up in the
Bastille.

Walking barefoot on a
beach.

Rickrolling.

Going anywhere the
wind blows.

Bottoming in 1862. Wiles.



Getting an angel to
curse.

Assuming the position. Freestyle diving into a
fiery pit of sulphur.

Inhabiting your lover's
body.

The old 'bucket
balanced on the door'
gag.

Crowley's Dirty Harry
impression.

Angels as double
agents.

Leaving early to avoid
the rush.

Bloody lorries.



A Kraken awakening
with a foul temper.

A hellish sense of
humour.

Smelling of poo.

Heartbreak in a
bandstand.

Being soft. 'Misplacing' your
flaming sword.

A pink flogger. Glittery angel cum. A comfortable old sofa,
but as a person.



Ineffability. Sullying the temple of
your celestial body with
gross matter.

An eternity with Elgar.

Doing weird things with
your tongue.

Demonically possessed
car engines.

The Bugger All Thys
Bible.

Crowley, shedding his
snake skin.

Aziraphale, moulting. Preening your angelic
partner’s wings.



A duster made of stolen
angels’ feathers.

A flaming sword. Taking a bath in public.

Introducing your
innocent angel to the
joys of sex toys.

God’s voice over. Testing the bathwater
with a demon.

The Antichrist’s
hoofsie-woofsies.

Pears. Blasphemy.



Unresolved sexual
tension.

A pint-sized demon. A favourite coat.

Seduction through
dinners at the Ritz.

Edible underpants. Cuddling.

Using a rosary for anal
beads.

Balls or the lack
thereof.

Being smooth as a Ken
doll down there.



Frenemies. Frottage. Waking up to a face full
of white feathers.

Overly enthusiastic
dancing.

Worshipping that arse. Emotions.

The blessing of self-
lubricating buttholes.

Denial. Unnecessary but highly
enjoyable touching.



Working out where the
wings go during sex.

Public displays of
affection.

A breadknife, for
protection.

Rimming. Subtext. Sexless angels.

Going native. Car sex. Hell’s best composers.



The opposite of spooky. Snake eyes. A housebroken
hellhound.

Fisting. Felching. Nanny Ashtoreth.

Brother Francis. Creation. Nothing.



Angelic possession. The prostate. God’s gift to man and
angel alike.

Bleeding. A proverbial pitchfork. A proverbial harp.

Playing ‘hide the
pitchfork’.

Agnes Nutter, extra
crispy.

Having a moment.



Doing 90 miles an hour
in central London.

Mourning your Bentley. Having a word with the
Almighty.

The power of believing. Handcuffs. The ten
commandments.

A toga party. Eloping to the stars. Vague and generalised
omnipotence.



Having your cherubim
credentials revoked.

A. Z. Fell. Lost Shakespearean
folios.

Surviving your own
execution.

All creatures great and
small.

The bugger all of
space.

Nature versus nurture. A statue of an angel
and a demon
"wrestling".

St James's Park.



United Holdings
(Holdings) Plc.

Stealing dessert from
your boyfriend’s plate.

Riding a velocipede.

Cringing in contact
embarrassment.

A pedigree mongrel. Performing too many
frivolous miracles.

A strongly worded note
from Gabriel.

Soft belly snuggles. Aziraphale's sword.



Neil Gaiman. Looking for holy water. Gay marriage.

Fucking humans. The French Revolution. The foulest foe in all the
universe.

Bathing. Moaning Crowley's
name while sleeping.

Being canon.



A 6000 year-old virgin. Aziraphale's bow tie. Crowley's coat.

An angel's scent. Fisting Gabriel. Some more
queerbaiting.

A celestial size kink. Fingering in the
bathtub.

Blessed morning wood.



Worshiping Aziraphale. Loving Crowley. Doing it with an angel.

Nipples. The number of the
beast.

The Neighbourhood
Watch.

Angel cake. Devilled eggs. Tartan.



Crowley’s scaly
asshole.

Lending weight to
moral arguments.

The armies of paranoia.

Strict discipline and
intimate massage.

Spooning. Forking.

Des Moines. Professional
descendants.

Giant ants.



Ocean ooze. Scraping the barnacles
off of impure thoughts.

A cottage in the South
Downs.

Real soul music. A Sainsbury's plant
mister.

The ineffable snowman
at the bottom of the
snowglobe of the
universe.

Friendly honda red. Planet hopping for the
right body.

Grievous Bodily Harm.



Things not working
even after you give ‘em
a good thumping.

Really cool people. Oodles of nipples.

A vibrating buttplug. The ineffable drinking
game.

Making a mockery of
the laws of physics
during sex acts.

Falling through orgasm. Somnophilia. Creating a set of
genitals just so you can
masturbate.



The Kama Sutra for
celestial beings (wings
included).

Food porn. Exquisitely manicured
hands.

Belly rubs. Armageddidn't. The little appocalypse
that couldn’t.

Performance anxiety. The demon’s
hairdresser.

A ball of fire.



Bright red eyes. Making your own side. A hellish machine.

The back seat of the
Bentley.

A flying moped. The tools of the devil.

Being wicked. Last minute heroism. A volcano of demonic
power.



Winching in your
wings.

Making love, not
armageddon.

Imagination and
electricity.

A forked tongue. The amazing vanishing
arsehole.

Giving the devil his
due.

Crowley’s travel
agency.

Gravity defying sex
positions.

Feathers for pubes.



Object insertion. Light reading. Demonic ejaculate.

Crowley's impossible
hips.

Sleeping on a wall. Crowley's silk pyjamas.

Rough sex against a
bookshelf.

Turning into a snake
mid-coitus.

Gabriel’s O-face.



Hemipenes. The chameleon on
Ligur's head.

A priceless first edition
with cum stains.

Evil incarnate. Good incarnate. Human incarnate.

Erotic wing preening. Thirty-nine different
flavours of ice cream.

30-50 feral demons.



A great big bugger. Aziraphale's lovely soft
gut.

A big, sharp, cutty
thing.

A carpenter from
Galilee.

A brioche to die for. A moment of eternal
triumph.

A flash bastard. Biscuits. The kind with
pink icing.

The Earth and all the
kingdoms thereof.



Quite extraordinary
amounts of alcohol.

Little frou-frou cocktails
with umbrellas.

A dumbasaur.

A lovely big helly hell-
hound.

A witch, a warlock, or
someone who calls
your cat funny names.

Glaring glarefully.

SO COOL AN
EXPLOSION THAT I AM
TYPING IN CAPITALS.

A dominant species
under the influence of
impulse-driven
consumerism.

One big avocado.



Saturday Morning
Funtime.

A wily old serpent. Miracling away bodily
fluids.

Switching up your
genitals on command.

Miracling your clothes
off.

Idiots in love.

Deterring customers
with a protective snake.

Spontaneously turning
into a snake when
overwhelmed with
affection.

A being of love.



The Universe was
created by
_________________.

Students of
demonology agree that
_________________ is
the best evidence for
the hand of Satan in
human affairs.

Hell's greatest
achievement is
_________________.

Crowley received a
commendation for
_________________.

_________________
made Aziraphale soft.

Aziraphale's favourite
meal is
_________________.

Angel semen tastes like
_________________.

Aziraphale will make an
effort for
_________________.

Crowley can tempt
Aziraphale with
_________________.



What turns Crowley on
the most is
_________________.

What turns Aziraphale
on the most is
_________________.

_________________
went down like a lead
balloon.

Crowley's favourite sex
toy is in the shape of
_________________.

How did Aziraphale
lose his virginity?

PICK 2

Crowley lost his
virginity to
_________________.

_________________
keeps Aziraphale
awake at night.

What is Aziraphale's
guilty pleasure?

Aziraphale drinks to
forget
_________________.



The world will end with
_________________.

Heaven is full of
_________________.

Hell is full of
_________________.

You can't have war
without
_________________.

During sex, Aziraphale
thinks about
_________________.

Make a haiku.

PICK 3

DRAW 2

What is Aziraphale
thinking of right now?

_________________ is
the best thing about the
21st century.

_________________
has secured the most
souls for Satan.



The first sign of the
Apocalypse was
_________________.

The only thing Crowley
trusts is
_________________.

In the Great War of
Heaven versus Hell, the
only winner is
_________________.

Agnes Nutter's 742nd
prophechy tells of the
undying love between
_________________
and
_________________.

PICK 2

One of Crowley's
favourite pleasures of
the world is
_________________.

Aziraphale's favourite
sex act involves
_________________
and
_________________.

PICK 2

Crowley's major failing
as a demon is
______________.

Why did Crowley get
drunk for a week?

Aziraphale's first love
was
_________________.



Both Aziraphale and
Crowley reported
_________________ as
a success.

The Authorities don't
care much about
_________________.

Why is Aziraphale at
the duck pond with
Crowley?

I would most like to
spend eternity with
_________________
and
_________________.

PICK 2

The great final test
involves
_________________
and
_________________.

PICK 2

Aziraphale uses every
means short of actual
physical violence to
prevent
_________________.

One of Aziraphale's
Infamous Bibles
includes a passage
about
_________________
and
_________________.

PICK 2

Bilton and Scagg's
fourth great publishing
disaster was
_________________.

Aziraphale goes weak
at the knees for
_________________.



Aziraphale and Crowley
enjoy
_________________ in
the back of the
bookshop.

There's no
_________________ in
Heaven.

Aziraphale's favourite
magic trick involves
pulling
_________________ out
of _________________.

PICK 2

You see
_________________,
you thwart.

Aziraphale and Crowley
meet on the tops of
buses for
_________________.

Aziraphale's favourite
book is about
_________________.

Aziraphale is
particularly proud of
_________________.

Aziraphale spent
almost a year
practising
_________________.

_________________.
Where any angel with
an ounce of common
sense should fear to
tread.



_________________
gets Aziraphale
flustered.

All you need to become
a Satanist is
_________________.

Whats a Velvet
Underground?

The Devil has all the
best
_________________.

Heaven has the best
_________________.

When Aziraphale looks
at Crowley he sees
flashes of
_________________.

_________________,
_________________,
and
_________________.
These are a few of my
favourite things.

PICK 3

DRAW 2

Madame Tracy's other
ad in the paper offers
_________________.

Aziraphale got a
strongly worded note
from Gabriel about
_________________.



Crowley's favourite
game is
_________________.

What did Gabriel find
when he came to check
on Aziraphale?

What is Aziraphale's
back room used for?

Aziraphale worships
books and
_________________.

_________________
can make Aziraphale
forget about his cocoa.

Aziraphale has
thousands of years of
practice at
_________________.

_________________
makes courting
difficult.

Crowley has spent
thousands of years
thinking about
_________________.

What sort of initiating
event will precipitate
the war?



_________________ will
make Aziraphale swear
for the first time in 4000
years.

_________________ is a
perfectly reasonable
explanation for
_________________.

PICK 2

_________________ will
provide a source of
entertainment and
pleasure for all the
damned of Hell.

_________________ is
synonymous with
_________________.

PICK 2

_________________ will
be whispered by
mothers in dark places
to frighten their young.

Plan A had worked.
Plan B had failed. It's
time for Plan C:
_________________.

_________________
was a test so the Lords
of Hell knew you were
trustworthy.

Aziraphale took to
_________________ like
a duck to merchant
banking.

The light at the end of
the tunnel is
_________________.



The only thing that
made the fourteenth
century bearable was
_________________.

The best weapon to
face the Adversary with
is _________________.

The first of the Further
Nice and Accurate
Prophecies concerns
_________________,
_________________,
and
_________________.

PICK 3

DRAW 2

I do not endorse
_________________.

Gabriel secretly enjoys
_________________.

Instead of an angel,
Heaven now demands
an offering of
_________________.

What is Crowley's
favourite thing to lick?

What's Aziraphale's
favourite thought in a
meeting in Heaven?

Beelzebub could do
with a lesson on
_________________.



Hell has a really
interesting tradition. It
involves
_________________,
_________________
and
_________________.

PICK 3

DRAW 2

Crowley is secretly
hiding
_________________.

Hastur will NEVER give
up _________________.

Aziraphale prefers
_________________ to
_________________.

PICK 2

The one thing the Hell
Hound dislikes most is
_________________.

War has a really soft
spot for
_________________.

Madame's Tracy best
advice is to swap
_________________ for
_________________.

PICK 2

Famine banned books
on food and
_________________.

_________________ +
_________________ =
_________________.

PICK 3

DRAW 2



Anthony
"_______________"
Crowley.

________________: the
one thing that actually
shocks Madame Tracy
after all this time.

_________________
and
_________________ like
each other.

PICK 2

Adam needs to restore
_________________.

All Eve ever wanted
was
_________________.

What does Crowley
shout when he comes?

Michael Sheen's secret
AO3 pseud is
_________________.

Crowley changed
Aziraphale's username
to _________________.

Anathema never did
approve of
_________________.



_________________
would be bad for
Armageddon.

"For the glory of
________________."

If it weren't for
_________________,
Earth wouldn't even
exist.

On special occasions,
Aziraphale's Effort
looks like
_________________.

Crowley got angry and
turned
_________________
into
_________________.

PICK 2

Crowley and Aziraphale
used
_________________ as
a celestial dildo.

No picnic is complete
without
_________________.

Gabriel fantasises
about
_________________.

Why is Uriel hiding
________________?
Because of
_________________.

PICK 2



Aziraphale's favourite
thing to do with
Crowley involves
_________________
and
_________________.

PICK 2

War loves the smell of
______________ in the
morning.

One modern AU
morning, Agnes
decides to get a tattoo
of _________________.

What is Crowley's
excuse for his 1970s
look?

Something in Madame
Tracy's eyes tells me
she's thinking about
_________________.

This morning a
prophecy warned Newt
about the dangers of
_________________.

Create a fic prompt.

PICK 3

DRAW 2

My OTP:
_________________/
_________________.

PICK 2

Did you hear? The nuns
have experimented with
_________________.



Never was
_________________
used in such a manner.

Demonic Cosmo Sex
Tip #227: Call your
partner
_________________
right before you climax.

Aziraphale doesn't
approve of book
burning, but will make
an exception for books
on the subject of
_________________.

Pollution likes to use
_________________ as
a sex toy.

Sister Mary likes to
dress up as
_________________.

R.P. Tyler had a
memorable one night
stand with
_________________.

You need
_________________,
_________________
and
_________________ to
stop Armageddon.

PICK 3

DRAW 2

Gabriel has lifted the
ban on
_________________
because of
_________________.

PICK 2

Netflix would cancel
Good Omens if Amazon
cancelled
_________________.



To punish him for being
mean to Aziraphale,
Crowley is sending
Gabriel
_________________.

Only ten
commandments were
made public. The
eleventh concerns
_________________.

Apart from prophecies
and Regency
snuffboxes, Aziraphale
likes to collect
_________________.

What are they putting in
bananas these days?

WHAT HAS HAPPEN TO
YOUR HAIR!?

The road to hell is
paved with
_________________.

THANK YOU FOR
_________________.

Most of the great
triumphs and tragedies
of history are caused,
not by people being
fundamentally good or
fundamentally bad, but
by people being
fundamentally
_________________.

Let me tempt you to
_________________.


